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Local man Paul

North Lincolnshire Rhoades made use

of VANL’s Just Giving
page to raise £441
for local charity The
Forge, running his
www.vanl.org.uk first half marathon.
VANL offers this
01724 845155
service free of
VANL Services charge to all of our
members as an
Development
efficient way to help
them raise funds. So
Funding
if you have a
Volunteering Bro- fundraising event
coming up and are
kerage
keen to make best
use of the technology
Training
available, then get in
Financial Services touch to see how
Equipment Hire VANL can help.
Here’s Paul’s story...
Office Services “I chose The Forge
as one of my key
Room Hire
concerns is poverty,
and its impact on
I.T Support
children, families and
adults in the area.
PAT Testing
There are several
charities in the town
involved in these
areas, but I decided
DN15 6NG

to support The
Forge based on their
wide range of
services used by
local residents. I am
also keen to see
money raised locally
being spent locally
by the people
responsible for
delivering the
service.
The Forge provide a
regular Adult Day
Centre for homeless
and roofless people,
a Senior Citizen’s
Luncheon club and a
Child Contact
Centre. All of these
services are
delivered by just
three permanent
members of staff
supported by a team
of volunteers.
I believe that they
make a real
difference to
vulnerable children,
families and adults

New Community Grant
Fund
Like Books?
Knit and Natter
Markets Policy
Volunteer Bureau
CRB Checks News
“Fit and Proper Person”
Certificate
Learning for Change
Journalling
Broadband
Training

in the area by
providing help
and support to
families,
assisting adults
in finding
accommodation
and work and by
delivering
practical support
in terms of hot
meals and
hampers.
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New Community
Grant Fund will
help make dreams
come true

“

North Lincolnshire
Council has made it
much simpler for all kinds
of community groups and
individuals to apply for
grant funding.
It has merged different
funding streams together
to create one pot of
money called the
Community Grant
Fund. And it has
invested an extra
£357,370, bringing the
total amount available to
£500,000.
The money is available
to:
Individuals
Organisations – junior
and youth groups
(registered with North
Lincolnshire Council),
charitable bodies, trusts,
co-operatives, industrial
and provident societies,
not for profit constituted
organisations, town and
parish councils.
The fund will support a
wide range of facilities,
events, activities and
services that will help
deliver council priorities.
The fund may be used to
support equipment,
salaries, transport, and
hire of premises (for
junior or young groups
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where concessionary
rate has not been
secured).
Example of projects that
could receive support
includes:
Playing fields/sports, art
and heritage facilities
Children’s playgrounds
Community buildings
Major equipment
Talented sports
individuals who receive
a community grant will
also receive off-peak
access to the council’s
fitness centres and
swimming pools for the
duration of the financial
year they received the
grant.
For more details, please
contact the council on
01724 297257 or email
community.recreation@
northlincs.gov.uk.

Cllr Rob Waltham,
cabinet member for
adult and children’s
services at North
Lincolnshire Council,
said:
“We want to help make
people’s dreams come
true. We recognise the
importance of
individuals, local groups
and organisations in
delivering key priorities
in their communities.

that, we’ve pumped an
extra £100,000 into the
pot. By doing this, we
have made it much
more straightforward to
understand and, more
importantly apply for a
share of the money.

Cllr John Briggs,
cabinet member for
asset and estate
management, sport,
leisure and culture,
said:
“We have many
talented people in North
Lincolnshire, and many
great project ideas that
simply can’t get off the
ground without financial
support. So it is vitally
important to have the
community grant fund.
“Half a million pounds
will go a long way to
helping many
individuals and
organisations reach
their potential and make
a real difference in their
communities.”

For media enquiries
please contact:
Sarah Howe, Senior
Media Relations
Officer
Tel: 01724 296353,
Mobile: 07717586353

“That is why we merged Email:
the different funding
sarah.howe@northlin
pots to create one big
cs.gov.uk
pot of money. Not only
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era.Myself and the
other two became the
Bridge commitee and
My name is Katy
O'Sullivan, I contacted you within a week the page
itself had 600 following
regarding a project myself
and now has near
and three others have un1000 people following.
dertaken.Their names are
We together have now
Terri East, Dave Kerr and
Claire White.In the last 2/3 arranged the event
held at the original
weeks we have been very
venue for the 15th
busy planning, organising
and it seems very success- June 7pm till 12midnight.
fully selling tickets for an
Importantly, I would
event,'The Bridge Reunlike to say that the proion'.The Bridge was a
ceeds from this event
regular Friday night event
we have decided to
held at The Bridge hotel,
donate to two charities
now called Breeze in
personal to us and our
Scunthorpe between the
audience on faceyears 1994-2000.It was a
book.They are MIND
popular dance night that
and MS.
attracted lots of people of
We chose these two
all ages and backgrounds
charities as a DJ who
who wanted to do one
was a regular at The
thing and that was to
dance to the type of music Bridge and will be playing at the reunion now
they enjoyed, House muhas MS and also Mind
sic.Please appreciate this
was not hardcore music or as, sadly since Bridge
a 'rave' as such but soulful we have lost two regular Bridge goers as a
vocal music often set to a
result of mental health
bit, therefore creating a
problems.
wonderful retreat and escape from lifes stresses for On a more positive
note, alot of people
everyone.
Little did we know just how have very positive
memories of the night,
much it meant to people
some met there now
until now, over a decade
spouses at the bridge
later.
and have gone on to
The event came about afhave familes, some
ter a passing remark on a
just want to come and
facebook page called
relive their youth.And
'Bring back' and someone
said 'The Bridge'.From this indeed most simply
Claire White set up a face- want a local event in
their own town where
book page to see how
they can come and
popular the idea of bringlaugh and dance to
ing back the Bridge would
be, inviting people to com- music they enjoy
amongst friends, old
ment and post memories,
and new.
music and photos of that

Hello,.......

We have not made any
money from this project
we have done it with the
best of intentions and
we hope that if the night
is as fantastic for everyone as we hope that we
will do future events
with which we have decided to again do for
charities.
Thankyou for your interest
KATY OSULLIVAN

Like books?

Like
Chatting to other
adults? Want to go to a
place where your kits
are welcome?
Come to a New Family
Friendly Book Club!
Come along to Winterton Library on Friday 29
June at 1 pm to find out
more!
The Newspaper Chat
Group based at Scunthorpe Library, which
meets every Thursday
morning from 10.30 am,
has been such a success that we will be
starting a second group
meeting at Winterton
Library on a Thursday
afternoon at 2 pm from
21 June. The group
talks about everything
and anything happening
in the world, we have a
selection of newspapers
to look through and discuss, as well as other
reports people have
heard and want to share
with the group. New
members are welcome
at either group to share
their views.
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A new reading group is
to be launched at Winterton Library from next
month. The group is
open to all, and parents
and carers are welcome
to bring pre-school children along with them.
The group will meet on a
Friday afternoon during
school hours and will finish in time to do the
school run.
The library service has a
collection of over 200 titles available in multiple
copies to reading groups.
Members of the reading
group will decide what to
read and how often to
meet.
If you are interested in
being part of this new
group please come along
to Winterton Library on
29 June at 1 pm to find
out more.

Knit and Natter will
be starting on 13 June
and running every
Wednesday morning
from 10 am. Anyone is
welcome to come along
to Scunthorpe Library
with their knitting or crochet project to join the
group, swap ideas and
tips and chat with other
people who share their
interest. We will have
knitting books available
to browse through and
take home. Guests from

local businesses will
make occasional visits to
share their expertise and
show new skills and
ideas to anyone who is
interested.

Attention all Allotment Owners!
“North Lincolnshire Council operated markets
have commitment to reducing landfill waste and
re-use or recycle where
ever possible. They have
virtually new fruit and veg
wooden crates that can
be picked up free of
charge from the Scunthorpe Market. If you or
your organisation could
use these crates, please
contact the market office
on 01724 297816”

well as Charity Markets
and Car Boot Sales on
or off of the organisations own premises.
Please see below comments made by North
Lincolnshire Council on
context of the Policy.
“We had been approached by several
charitable groups over
the last 2 years about
problems they were having applying and paying
for Street Trading Consents, as there was quite
a lot of paperwork involved and often they
found it hard to find the
funds to cover these
costs as well as it reducing the amount of money
that could go to their particular charity.

In addition, by introducing a Market Policy our
aim is to make sure that
all markets in North Lincolnshire are safe and
reputable places to shop
and visit. By regulating
the markets through this
policy, we can make
sure that they are approNorth Lincolnshire
priately insured and that
Council has introduced a the organisers have
North Lincolnshire Mar- thought about things
kets Policy; which came such as car parking
into force from1 April
which can be a problem
2012. This policy will af- for local residents.
fect any organisation organising events with 5 or However, because of the
more stalls (more comlegislation we have to
monly tables in the volun- cover all markets includtary sector!), including
ing small local car boot
Christmas and Summer sales as well as large
Fairs, Bring and Buys as

Attention all Voluntary Organisations organising
charity fairs, Car
Boot Sales, or
Markets
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general markets, which
is causing some concerns for voluntary
groups. Taking on
board these concerns
we have simplified the
application form to
make it quicker and
easier to complete.
We would like to confirm that it is not our
intention to restrict the
number of charitable or
not for profit events.
The restriction on numbers with in appendix 1
of the policy will only
apply to commercial
markets.
If the market is principally to raise funds for
charity or is “not for
profit” they will not have
to pay the fees.
North Lincolnshire
Council will ensure that
events will benefit from
being publicised on our
web pages.
We are also aware that
some voluntary organisation may still have
some concerns for be
unsure about whether
the policy applies to
their event, or how to
fill in the form, therefore, we will endeavour
to support organisations to comply with the
policy and to help with
this we are hoping to
arrange some evening
training sessions for
community groups on

what the policy will
mean to them. In addition we are looking into
setting up a network of
staff in council buildings who will be trained
in how to complete the
forms to support organisations across
North Lincolnshire.

Tennyson Insurance

Don’t forget !! VANL
has secured a discount of 5% off insurance quotes for
new Tennyson voluntary sector customers.If you are currently paying less
We have replaced the
than £1,000 for your
need to have a scale
map to go with applica- insurance policy then
tions – a sketch of the
you may be able to
area will be accepted.
save money by going
We will get back to any online at
groups where more inwww.tennysoninsuran
formation is required.
ce.co.uk (or just
As part of the forthcom- google ‘Tennyson Insurance’), do rememing Festivals Project;
there will be a number
ber to use the disof events boxes availcount code VANL. If
able to groups to book you’re currently payout. These will contain
ing more than £1,000
equipment useful to
then call the Tennyevent organisations.
There will also be some son team on 0845
082 2446 to see if
training available for
event organisers later
they can save you
this year.”
money, the discount
code VANL still apFor more information
plies.” The team at
contact Margaret Price,
Tennyson
Principle Tourism Service Officer, 01724
297356
North Lincolnshire Council
Children and Young People’s Service

Who’s Who And What’s What
Please come to our informative event on:
Friday 22nd June 2012 12 – 4pm
Barton Children’s Centre
Come and find out what Services are available, new developments and an opportunity to meet the staff from
Barton Locality Children & Family Support Service
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Hello’s and
Goodbye’s
Here at the Volunteer
Centre we have said
goodbye to some
good friends, and
hello to some new
ones. We were sorry
to see Barbara Perry
leave in May, having
worked with lots of
people get them involved in volunteering but, having joined
us to cover Anne
Marie Loader and
Penny Oliver’s maternity leave, has
now left as they return. Barbara will be
sadly missed but we
wish her well for the
future.
VANL has also said
hello and farewell to
some its own volunteers. Gavin Houldershaw joined us last
October and made a
massive impact on
VANL generally.
Gavin started by going out and about interviewing volunteers
and recording their
stories to inspire others to volunteer. He
did a fantastic job
and met some wonderful people. He
V A NL
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also provided admin
support and redesigned lots of VANL
promotional materials
including the new
and improved training diary; took responsibility for collecting news stories
for the Scunthorpe
Telegraph community page, facilitated
the newspaper discussion group at the
Library amongst lots
of other tasks he did
with great enthusiasm. Of course, as
often happens,
Gavin’s skills were
soon recognised and
he is now in paid employment. A great
outcome for Gavin!
We didn’t have to
wait too long though
for Sam Barnaby to
fill Gavin’s shoes.
Sam has taken over
and is doing a great
job of organising the
Telegraph community page and also
volunteers as a
WRAP Facilitator. A
real busy bee! If you
have a story you
would like to include
in the Community
Page, just get in
touch with Sam at
VANL sam.barnaby@vanl.org.uk.

Another of our valued
VANL volunteers,

Steph Grant, puts lots
of volunteer hours in.
She has produced numerous booklets and
documents and is a
cheerful and welcome
member of our team!
Daniel Hall is another
valued volunteer,
regularly helping out
Claire and Rachel in
the finance office.
Ajmal Ali has now left
us but did a stirling
job re-organising our
filing systems. And
now we can say a big
hello to a new volunteer, Stuart Moxon,
who is providing
admin support in the
office reception.
It has been fantastic
seeing people develop within their volunteering roles and
makes us remember
that whilst as an organisation we gain
considerable benefit
from the time and effort our volunteers put
in, we must also do
everything we can to
help them achieve
their own goals. Either through training
courses, job shadowing or simply making
sure that volunteers
have enough variety
in their work to main-
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tain interest, enthusiasm and develop new
skills along the way.
We have seen volunteers grow immensely,
not only in skills and
knowledge, but in their
confidence and aspirations for the future.
A win-win situation if
ever there was one!
Looking for volunteers? Contact Jacky
Birkett, Volunteering
Development Manager on 01724
845155 or email
jacky.birkett@vanl.org
.uk
Want to volunteer?
Check out the national
volunteering website:

www.do-it.org.uk, apply for volunteer roles
online or make and
appointment for a free
one-to-one confidential chat to find the role
that’s perfect for you.
Do you manage volunteers? Many people have the responsibility of recruiting, supporting and coordinating volunteers
just tacked on to their
job description but receive absolutely no
training to help them
do this to the best of
their abilities. Sounds
familiar? If so check
out the VANL Training
Diary for details of volunteer management
courses. Topics in-

clude ‘Recruitment &
Retention of volunteers’, ‘Support and
supervision of volunteers’, ‘Volunteers
and the law’,
‘Developing a volunteer programme’ and
many more.. We can
also provide bespoke
training based on
your specific requirements. Just contact
Jacky for more information or check out
the VANL training diary at
www.vanl.org.uk –
training.

Left to right: Sam Barnaby, Kate Pike, Ruth
Farningham, David Plumtree, Sheli Begum,
Kim Kirby, Gavin Houldershaw, Barbara
Perry, Carole Phillips, Jacky Birket

V A NL
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The Wilderspin National School has held
several large events
recently: an Old-Tyme
Music Hall, which is still
being talked about, a
large exhibition on the
Queen’s Jubilee, and a
tea party for Barton
Arts’ 2012 launch.
Three young ladies
who are currently working towards their Duke
of Edinburgh bronze
award have been helping with a lot of this.
They have interviewed
people to draw out their
memories for the exhibition, and they helped
at the tea party. To finish off, they held a tea
party for volunteers,
people who helped and
performed at the music
hall and the Barton Arts
tea party, and people
who have lent the museum their memories
and artefacts for the
exhibition. The final tea
party was a great success, featuring freshlymade sandwiches and
cakes made by one of
the students, and there
was very little left over!

supervised the girls
and helped them direct their efforts, was
also presented with
flowers, plus a bottle
of wine, and the girls
gave her a box of
chocolates as a thank
you.
It was a super event,
and everyone felt appreciated by the end
of the afternoon – as
of course they should
because they have all
done some amazing
things. The School
hopes the girls will
come back and volunteer some more when
they have time, and
other young volunteers will of course
also be welcomed – it
is really nice to mix
the generations at
friendly, entertaining
events.

Well done, all round!

CRB checks important News

ESSENTIAL. Significant changes in idenAt the end of the party, tity checking procethe girls were each pre- dures for CRB disclosented with a certifisures came into effect
cate, a photo of themon 28 May, and will
selves in 1950s outfits,
affect all CRB regisa bouquet of flowers
tered bodies, and orand other gifts. Eileen
ganisations which obKenworthy, who has
tain CRB checks
V A NL
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through registered
bodies. There is a
three-month phasingin period, but organisations are expected
to start using the new
procedures as soon
as possible to ensure
they are fully in place
by 31 August.

CHARITY COMMISSION SAFEGUARDING STRATEGY
AND GUIDANCE
The Charity Commission published on 19
April 2012 its strategy
for dealing with issues
around safeguarding
children and vulnerable adults in charities.
The strategy sets out
trustees' responsibilities to take steps to
protect children and
vulnerable adults from
harm, explains how to
prevent problems
from arising and how
to deal with allegations and incidents of
abuse, and makes
clear that trustees
must develop and implement safeguarding
systems and monitor
these on a regular basis to ensure they are
working in practice. It
emphasises the importance of conduct-
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ing regular risk assessments and reporting serious incidents
to the relevant authorities, including the
Commission.
Even though being a
trustee of a children's
or vulnerable adults'
charity is not a regulated activity under the
Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable
Groups Act 2006 and
CRB checks on trustees are not compulsory, trustees of such
charities are entitled
to obtain checks and
the Commission recommends that they
do. (Note that CRB
checks are not permitted for trustees of
charities that do not
work with children and
vulnerable adults.)
The strategy also describes the Commission's role and approach in dealing with
safeguarding issues in
charities.
The strategy can be
accessed on the
Charity Commission
website via tinyurl.com/c649buz.
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"FIT AND PROPER
PERSON" CERTIFICATE FOR VOLUNTEERS?

sons certificate as
defined under this bill
should not be confused with the certificate of the same
name which HM
Christopher Chope MP Revenue and Cus(Con, Christchurch)
toms now requires
has tabled the Volun- for trustees and manteering Bill in Parliaagers of charities
ment, intended to pro- which recover tax on
mote volunteering and gift aid donations or
enable potential volun- claim other tax reliefs
teers to self-certify that and exemptions, to
they are a fit and
show they are "fit and
proper person for their proper persons" to
activities. The certifimanage the charity's
cate would be a
funds.
signed declaration by
a potential volunteer
Volunteering England
stating that he or she
has said, "Whilst we
has no unspent conwelcome the move to
victions. (An unspent
reduce the red tape
conviction is one
surrounding volunwhich under the Reha- teering, we do not
bilitation of Offenders believe the proposals
Act 1974 is still "live", in Mr Chope's private
i.e. is a recent convic- member's bill are the
tion, or one which is so answer. Safeguardserious it will never be- ing is an important
come spent.) For vol- issue, and we hope
unteers aged under
that reforms to the
18, the certificate
current CRB system
would be counterwithin the Protection
signed by a parent or
of Freedoms Bill will
guardian.
strike the appropriate
balance ensuring vulA potential volunteer
nerable people are
who provides a certifi- protected whilst makcate would not need a ing sure volunteers
criminal record check aren't put off." For
even for work with chil- the same reasons,
dren and vulnerable
the government does
adults. "Volunteer" is
not support the bill.
not defined in the bill.
The bill had its secThe fit and proper per- ond reading in the

9
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House of Commons on
10 June 2011, with the
second reading resumed in the new parliamentary session on
3 February 2012.

Learning for
Change - Learning from Change
A Successful First

The bill is available at
services.parliament.uk/
bills/2010-12/
volunteering.html

Start your Social
Enterprise
Social Enterprise UK
has published 'Start
your social enterprise',
providing the essentials
to help plan a social
venture. It covers
"everything from writing
your business plan,
finding investment and
funding, to deciding on
the most suitable legal
structure and governance". You can
download it here:

Year!
Many thanks to everyone who has made
Learning for Change
successful in year one
Our Big Lottery
Funded Project has
moved into a second
year of delivery.
This is a person centered programme that
evolves as a result of
learner experience,
feedback and identified learning outcomes..

Free Training
Needs Analysis
L4C also aims to build
confidence and skills
in organisations to ensure they are
equipped to operate
legally and efficiently
and to be able to work
as inclusively as possible.

http://
www.socialenterprise.o
rg.uk/uploads/
files/2012/06/
start_your_social_enter
The second year has
prise.pdf
enabled us to bring
additional focus to the
specific needs of organisations too – using one to one support
and a detailed training
needs analysis. This
V A NL
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is free to your organisation whether or not
you are a member of
Voluntary Action.
However, if you would
like to become a
member please remember you will be
receive a free training
voucher that can be
used in exchange for
one days training
(from our standard
diary) worth up to
£60

Focus on Recovery – Peer
Delivered Wrap
How was it for you?
We asked participants
of the 8 week programme what difference this had made to
them and this what
they said….
All Things IT – UK
Online
Ever wanted to sign
up for Facebook? Set
up an online petition
Training Courses for
our Next Quarter
Look out for our Quarterly Training
Diary
Check out the back
page

P AGE
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Journalling - Using
the blank page as
your therapy....an invitation
Voluntary Action are
lucky to have Hayley
Crow working with us
initially for four sessions focussing on
writing to support recovery. This will include an exploration of
what recovery; from
illness – physical or
mental, trauma, bereavement, addiction,
institutionalisation, loss
of role – whether a caring role/empty nest
syndrome or redundancy, etc.
In Hayley’s words....
“I would like the group
to explore how there
are endless ways of
recovering and how
the cycle of loss and
recovery are a normal
and essential part of
life’s journey. I would
like to emphasise that
recovering is a process, often taking a long
time and that human
beings are never a
‘finished article’, we
are always in a state of
flux. There is a tendency in published recovery writing to sell
the book on the basis
of triumph over adversity and overcoming
V A NL
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obstacles to become
an even better model
of a human being than
before. I think it is important to accept that
lasting change is gradual and rarely a text
book progression
through stages/
phases. Also that recovery does not necessarily mean that we
recover the person we
were before; rather it is
a metamorphic stage
of becoming someone
new. I would illustrate
this with the examples
of Christopher Reeve’s
writing following his
spinal injury.
Christopher Reeve
wrote two books following his spinal injury: Still Me and
Nothing Is Impossible. Reeve was heavily criticised by disability rights campaigners for emphasising cure over acceptance and promoting medical research over rights
and access for people with disabilities.
However, closer
reading of his books
shows that Reeve
was simply an individual in a metamorphic state – he was
expected to be a
poster boy for recovery before his own

recovery had even
started. Reeve was
only in the very early
stages of recovery,
but as a public figure
had access to a large
audience and was expected to have all the
answers. He was simply experiencing his
own very private recovery in the full
glare of the spotlight.
You will learn what a
journal is and how to
keep one and what
benefits it may have;
Exploring feelings and
writing them out..
Using the empty page
as therapy, a secure,
non-judgemental space
that cannot answer
back – you can address a journal to whoever you like and be as
angry/hurt/honest as
you like without fear of
offending anyone. It
gives space to work out
options and explore
ideas until the right
path becomes clearer.
It can symbolise a return of power – where
the individual is in control of the account,
rather than others. It
can serve as encouragement, to measure
how far you have
come. It can help in
dealing with difficult
situations in life by
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serving as a record of
having tackled them before, however successful. It shows you what
works and what doesn’t
work for you. In terms of
being published a journal
can be an inspiration or
companion to others going through a similar recovery journey. A journal
has no rules!

July For more information or to book a
place please phone
01724 845155 or email
enquiries@vanl.org.uk

Poetry and Fiction

‘Answer – by Using
Experience led Commissioning’

The group will also think
about poetry and fiction
and the autobiographical
elements within them.
Some books are written
as journals (the Adrian
Mole series or Bridget
Jones’ Diary). Some fictional accounts have
autobiographical elements – particularly classics such as Jane Eyre
or David Copperfield.
Some poetry is autobiography such as Wordsworth’s Prelude or Tony
Harrison’s poems about
his Yorkshire upbringing.
Writing is a lot like recovery, it is not neat, tidy or
easily classified but often
blurred and autobiography is one of the most
elusive categories there
is – this is a huge plus
point because it allows
the writer to be at his/her
most creative.
Sessions begin – 5th

V A NL
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So How Do We Make
a Difference to Health
Care Provision in
North Lincolnshire?’

A recent training event
on ELC (Experience
Led Commissioning)
has created a bright
spark of change and
great potential for
transformation of health
care provision North
Lincolnshire.
ELC will create an innovative and effective
way of commissioning
services that is based
on gaining insights
from all those involved
in health care provision; including health
care providers and
those receiving health
services. North Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Group is adopting this model so that
people’s experiences
drive the commissioning process.

What makes a difference?
ELC provides insights
into the universal experience of care enabling a broader group
of local people and
frontline staff to have
their say. This in turn
will promote a higher
standard of care and a
shared sense of improvement and involvement from everyone
involved.
Evidence from the application of experience
led approaches to improvement in Sweden
and the States show
that focusing relentlessly on improving service experience over
time improves quality of
care at reduced cost.
A Cultural Shift
ELC is about creating a
new approach to commissioning using techniques such as storytelling, social marketing,
person centred planning and experience
based co-design.
Commissioning then
becomes a powerful
vehicle for community
and clinical engagement, which is focussed on improvement
from the start.

13
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ELC is a very animated process based
15 people from across
on deep listening and
services in North Lincs are
acknowledgment of
engaging in training to depeoples experience
liver ELC in our area.
and linking this to reThis will then culminate in
search data collated
a series of events through
by the University of
our region giving people
Oxford (see
the opportunity to have a
www.healthtalkonline.
voice and engage fully
org)
with the process.
What Next?

For further information see
www.experienceledca
re.co.uk or contact
Trudy on
trudy.norris@vanl.org
.uk 01724 845155

Belief systems and their impact on Recovery
Liesel Dickinson

Families and Communities – Action for
MIND the Mental Health Charity

To book your place, contact enquiries@vanl.org.uk or 01724 845155
Advancing Local Voluntary Action Registered in England and Wales as a Private Company limited by Guarantee No. 3346067 and a
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Multi-million pound
Investment for
Northern Lincolnshire Broadband.
A Northern Lincolnshire
Broadband Programme
is being rolled out to implement the Government’s Broadband vision
“Britain’s Superfast
Broadband Future”, for
which £530m has been
allocated nationally. Locally, over £2.6m has
been allocated for northern Lincolnshire through
North and North East
Lincolnshire Councils.
The Northern Lincolnshire Broadband Plan is
currently being considered by central government following its submission at the end of
February 2012. The
plan, which is seeking to
roll out ‘super fast broadband’ (ie speeds over 24
Mbps) across North and
North East Lincolnshire,
has been allocated
£2.62m of government
funding through its delivery arm Broadband UK
(‘BDUK).
The Local Broadband
Plan will see between
92% and 96% of the
Northern Lincolnshire
area receive superfast
broadband by 2015. It is
hoped to cover the remaining areas with other
solutions, such as wireless technology. These
plans will transform both
the speed and coverage
of broadband services

across Northern Lincolnshire. The precise locations to be covered within
the project are to be determined but are likely to
be rural areas currently
experiencing poor broadband service where commercial suppliers are yet
to invest.
Part of the project involves demonstrating to
suppliers the level of demand for improved
broadband across northern Lincolnshire. To
achieve this, surveys for
residents and businesses
affected by poor broadband coverage and
speed has been created,
this can be accessed via
the Broadband website at
www.shumberbroadband.
info. Surveys take less
than 5 minutes of your
time and could help make
a big difference.

Broadband Champions
We are keen to include
local people in our work
to bring fast and reliable
broadband to Northern
Lincolnshire.
A key part of this is the
recruitment of Northern
Lincolnshire Broadband
Champions.
These will be voluntary
positions which we feel
willplay a vital role in the
success of our project.

What is a Broadband
Champion?
Someone who can:
Help communicate information about the Digital Northern Lincolnshire programme
and its progress to your local community.
Gather feedback where appropriate to ensure community views are understood
and considered.
Gather information where
appropriate which will help
scope and deliver the Digital Northern Lincolnshire
programme.
Promote the benefits of superfast broadband, generating interest and ideas on
how your local community
can benefit from its availability.
Publicise the scheme by coordinating or attending local
events to help people understand the difference that
superfast broadband could
make to their lives.
Create effective links with
all sections of the community eg, business, voluntary
and community sector, and
other local groups.
Stimulate demand and help
build a database of prospective broadband subscribers so we can demonstrate to providers that communities are interested in
using superfast broadband.
To find out more about the
project or to request more
details to become a broadband champion, please
contact Yvonne Thompson,
Northern Lincolnshire
Broadband Project Officer –
email Yvonnethompson@northlincs.gov.uk or
telephone 01724 296926
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Voluntary Action North Lincolnshire promote,
develop, and support organisations within the
voluntary and community sector.
4—6 Robert Street Phone: 01724 845155
Scunthorpe
Fax: 01724 854531
North Lincolnshire E-mail: enquiries@vanl.org.uk
DN15 6NG

Whether you are an established organisation,
you would like to set up your own voluntary
group, or you are interested in volunteering,
Voluntary Action can provide all the advice and
support you require

Advancing Local Voluntary Action
www.vanl.org.uk

Training
June

Thurs
Tues
Tues
Tues
Tues
Tues
Thurs

14
19
19
19
26
26
28

09.30 - 16.30
1pm - 3pm
09.30 - 16.30
10.00 - 12.00
1pm - 3pm
10.00 - 15.00
10. 00 - 13.00

HSE First Aid
Everything IT
Intro to CBT
Customer service
Everything IT
Fundraising
That's Not What I Meant' - communication skills

July

Tues
Tues
Tues
Thurs

3
3
3
5

TBC
1pm - 3pm
10.00 - 4pm
10.00 - TBC

Tues
Tues
Thurs
Mon
Tues
Tues
Mon
Tues
Tues

10
10
12
16
17
24
30
31
31

1pm - 3pm
10.00 - 12.00
10.00 - 2pm
6pm - 9pm
1pm - 3pm
1pm - 3pm
1pm - 3pm
09.30-4.30

Marketing - TBC
Everything IT
Intro to counselling
Journalling. Learn and develop techniques to support recovery
and change.
Everything IT
Assertiveness
Lone working and personal safety
Safeguarding - emailed Helen P for date 19Dec
Everything IT
Everything IT
Action for Prisoners Families
Everything IT
Mental Health & Housing

Tues
Tues
Wed
Tues
Tues
Wed
Tues
Wed

7
14
15
21
21
22
28
29

1pm - 3pm
1pm - 3pm
09.30 - 13.00
1pm - 3pm
10.00 - 12.00
09.30 - 16.30
1pm - 3pm
10.00 - 12.00

Everything IT
Everything IT
Visual Impairment Awareness training
Everything IT
Improving your job prospects 1 - Job Application process
Food Hygiene
Everything IT
Improving your job prospects 2 CVs & Job Application forms

Aug
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